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I have major experimental progress to report in three areas. 

These are 1) the electromagnetic form factors of the proton at large 

space-like and time- like values of the square1 of the invariant . ._ 

momentum transfer q2; 2) the photoproduction of electron-positron and 

muon pairs as high momentum tests of-quantum electrodynamics (Q E I)); 
_ 

and -3) the muon g-2 value. Along with recent progress in other 

related experiments these new results have significant theoretical 

implications for our understanding of the hadron form factors and for 

increasing or 

discuss these 

delineating the domain of validity of Q E D. I will 

implications also in this-report. 

I. Hadron Form Factors 

In three separate contributions from three experimental groups 

at DESY elastic electron proton scattering has been meas-ured up to a 
2 momentum transfer of q2 = 10 (GeV/c) . Two of the experiments were 

performed with an internal liquid hydrogen target and one with an 

extracted electron beam incident on an external target. In the first 

internsl target experiment 2: mea.surements were- performed over a 

momentum transfer range from 0.6 (GeV/c)2 to 4 (GeV/c)' by momentum 
" .- analyzing the scattered electrons in either of two quadrupole spectrometers 

that, between them, covered the angular range of 32' to 130'. Absolute 

cross section calibrations were obtained by making measurements at 

q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2 by directly detecting the recoil protons and 

normalizing the results of these additional measurements to the Rosenbluth 

formUIa using earlier Stanford work' at lower energies but the same q2 
- 

which yielded form factors to a + 1.55 precision. 
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In the second experiment4 the measurements were extended to large 

values of q2 up to 10 (GeV/c)2 using about 100 multitraversals of the 11 mm. 

dismeter hydrogen target. The technique here was the "beam-bump" method 

of bringing the electron beam onto the target by turning on an additional 
. ._ 

magnetid field at the end of the acceleration cycle and then letting the 

beam circulate stably for a.long.time. This enabled cross sec$i,ons as < - 
‘-38 2 small as 5 x 10 -- cm /ster to be measured at a counting rate of 3 events 

per hour. Although quantameter measurements were used here as in the 

first experiment for beam monitoring , an absolute cross section calibration 
2 was achieved by periodically repeating the low q measurements where, 

as remarked earlier, prior Stanford work3 provided accurate form factors - 

for the calculation of the proton cross section. An accuracy in cross 

section of 10% was achieved up to q2 = 8 (GeV/c) 
2 and of about 40% at 

10 (GeV/c)2. At these large q2 values the scattering angle was also 

large and measurement of the cross section yields the magnetic form 

factor, GM, directly since the contribution of the electric term, GE, 

is 5 a few percent. 
. . _ 

In both of these internal besm experiments it is necessary to - - 

'as.sume validity of the Rosenbluth straight line 

F (E,6)(g]lab = a (q2) + b (q2) cot' g 

(E is the incident electron energy and 8 the scattering angle of the 

electron in the lab system; F is a known kinematic function) up to 

higher energies than h-ad been tested. This was checked by measuring 

the small angle cross sections of q2 = 0.5 (GeV/c) 2 using the quanta- 

meter as an absolute monitor. The beam intensity was turned down so pi -. 

that the quantameter constsnt, as determined by a Faraday CUD, could 

(1) -- 

be used; lO$ corrections were made for bremsstrahlung in the target cup. 
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To within experimental errors no deviations were found from the 

AQsenbluth straight line extrapolation. 

Finally a third experiment5 utilized an external electron beam to 

make small angle scattering measurements out to 3' and q2 = 4 (GeV/c)2. 

-‘with a precision of typically + 376. Once again identification and 

analysis of the elastically scattered electron was achieved by means of .-- - w 

a-magnetic spectrometer system. In this case absolute normalization 

of the cross section was accomplished by direct monitoring of the ' 

external beam intensity with a Faraday cup. These measurements combined 

with the internal beam experiments at DESY plus earlier Stanford, ' CEA, 

Cornell, and 0rsa.y work6 allowed separation of the charge and magnetic - 

form factors up to 3 (GeV/c)2. 

The results of all these experiments can be summarized as follows: 

The Rosenbluth straight lin5 Eq. (1) continues to describe the data 

very well up q2 = 1.5 (GeV/c) 2 as shown for example in Fig. 1 and no 

deviations appear up to q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2 although the accuracy here is 

less significant. This test of the analysis of electron-proton scattering 

is consistent with the interpretation of the data in terms of form factors - - 

and these are shown in Fig. 2. They satisfy the following three.genersl 

features: 
_" ._ . 1) Within experimental errors the proton form factors are 

proportional to each other up to q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2: 

q,(s2, = GMp(s2)/rp (s 1 at q2 = 0) 

2) A simple dipole distribution in momentum space provides a' 

one parameter representation of all data 

(2) 

~_ -. 
2. 

G"P GEp(q2) = - = 1 
clP 1 + q2/0.7 (GeV/c)2 I 

E G (q2) (3) 
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3) There is no suggestion of a hard core, i,.e., the form .-_ 

factors tend to zero for large q2. 

In comparison with the CEA data6 of 1965 the form factors are smaller by 

as much as a factor of 1.7 at the highest q2 values. Although this 
. _ 
difficulty awaits experimental resolution the theoretical light we have 

shed on this subject is invariant under such small pe$Kbati-ens--a 

remark-I-am not--proud to make. 

There are two other new experimental results relevant to the 

validity of the Rosenbluth formula and the form factor interpretation 

of the data based on the assumption that one photon exchange between the 

electron and proton is an accurate approximation of the total interaction - 

mechanism: 

1) The ratio of positron-proton to electron-proton scattering 

measures the resl part of the interference between first and second 

Born terms as illustrated in Fig. 3. Although the two photon exchange 

amplitude is reduced by a power of the fine structure constant, the 

possibility of polarizing the proton and exciting intermediate resonances 

m&s Re (\A2*,/151-2) _ * _ _ an important ratio to measure (in spite of the 

' theoretical predictions7 that the resonance excitations enchance the 

imaginary part of the two photon exchange amplitude which is g out of 
." . . . phase and therefore does not interfere with the first Born amplitude). 

Fig. 4 shows the recent Cornell8 and CE%' data on this ratio, R = Q (e+d 
.(e-p7' 

up to 1.4 (GeV/c)2 together with the earlier Stsnford data. 10 Radiative 
2 corrections to this ratio are less than 2$ at the largest q and have 

been included. In both experiments the e* beam was produced by convert- 

ing the brems strahlung from the internal electron beam and the elastic - ~_ -. 
scattering event was identified by detecting the scattered positron or 

- 
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electron and the recoil proton in coicidence. Both experiments use 

spark chambers for precise angular measurements to reject inelastic 

i events. The Cornell group used Cerenkov shower counters-to identify 

the scattered electron and measure its energy; the CEA experiment, had 

a thick plate spark chamber for electron identification. One has to 

judge for himself whether or not significant deviations from the 

Rpsenbluth-formula are indicated. 

In proceeding with a theoretical interpretation we shsll continue 

to assume validity of the one photon exchange formula. It is of some. 

interest to comment that deviations of the ratio R from unity can be a. 

very much more sensitive probe of corrections to the Rosenbluth formula - 
than is observation of a deviation from a straight line as in Eq. (1). 

For example the amplitude describing the exchange of an axial meson 

(f .e., a dominant momentum trsnsfer channel with unit spin and even 

charge conjugation) between the electron and proton wili alter the ratio R 

since it does not flip the electron helicity and therefore it interferes 

with the one photon exchange amplitude in the relativistic limit of a 

massless electron. If the coupling of this channel is specified so that 
2 R F 1.1 at q N 0.8 (GeV/c) 2' it would,still require 11 experiment,s with a 

precision of better than 1%~ up to at least 20 GeV in order to detect a 

deviation from linearity in Eq. (1). 

2) Also reported was a new observation of the polarization of 

the recoil proton which measures the imaginary part of the two photon 

exchange amplitude. At E = 900 MeV and q2 N 0.4 (GeV/c)2 the polariza- 

tion of the proton in the direction normal to the electron scattering 

plane-was measured 12 to be 
- 

P = (1.3 5 2)s ---. 
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For comparison we quote the earlier Orsay result l3 of 
4 

P = ('c + 2.7)s 

i 
at E = 950 MeV and q2 H 0.6 (GeV/c)2. In the first Born approximation 

of.,one photon exchange P = 0. 

What do we make of these results theoretically? The only very 
m 

simple theory would be based on a resonance model des&bi!ng the exchange _ 
of one or of a few of the identified neutral vector mesons (or 

resonances) to the proton line as in Fig. 5. In the dispersion integral 

for the form factor 

0 

G(s2) = s 
p(a2)da2 

2 
0 u +q2 

each of these will contribute a bump to the spectral amplitude p(a2) at 

the mass of the exchanged resonance a2 = Mr2. For large positive values 
2 of q corresponding to high momentum transfer elastic scattering we can 

neglect the relatively narrow width of the resonances and write 

G(q2) g ' 9 
resonances - - q2 + Mti2 

To fit the dipole distribution (Eq. 3) which fslls for large q as q4 

requires the condition‘ 

s 
p(c52)da2 =" E Ar = 0 

r 

and to reproduce the measured proton charge and masetic radius requires 

6 s 
p(U2)da2 I=' 6 F A1/Mr4 

04 
= .(0.816 f)2 

$ AiMr2- mi.. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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A fit to the data on this basis in terms of known resonances 

has not been achieved14 and the search for plausible reasons has been 

active and diverse. Three routes presented to the conference have been: 

. ._ 1) Multiply the expression in Eq. (5) G (q2) by a form factor 
-2 f (q ) for the vector meson-nucleon (or electromagnetic current) 

coupling. 15 A one parameter. fit ispossible with c - s 
_ 

f h2) = 1 

1 + q2/(GeV/c)2 

2) Couple the vector mesons to the individual quarks in the 
2 

- 
proton and multiply G (q ) in Eq. (5) by a distribution function W (q2) 

representing the fourier transform of the wave function for the quark 

motion16 about the center of mass of the proton. Again a one parameter 

fit can be constructed as in Eq. (8) the only difference being the 

interpretation of W (q2) in place of f (q2). 

3) Turn to an infinite component field theory" such as grow 

out of attempts to construct a relativistic generalization of SU (6). 
- - 

One such example is SL (6,cj, the.group of unimodular 6 X 6 matrices. 

The.1ocs.l field operator in this theory is an infinite tower producing 
. . . 

an infinite number of baryon states of the same mass. In such theories 

the operator projecting a proton out of this infinite tower introduces 

kinematic or momentum dependent factors that serve to reduce the amplitude 

of the proton's transition charge density, i.e., the matrix elements in 

momentum space of scalar products of the field operators for initial 

and&al protons of different momenta, p and p + q respectively. 

This occurs because an initial proton overlass more and more with the 



the higher baryonLI = when given larger and larger momentum transfers and 

s,o more of the transition amplitude is lost from its projection onto 
i the final recoiling proton state. The additional multiplying factor in 

. . _ 

-this theory takes the form 
r , 17P 

Of 1+ 4;14$9 I I 
for an SL (6,~) scalar 

matrix element. This kinematical factor is assumed 40 multiply the 

simple vector pole describing the dynamics in the local field theory 

constructed for the infinite local field tower. 

In such a theoretical description there still remains a broad 

divergence of theoretical opinions 18 as to,whether or not it is possible 

to harmonize the requirements of locality, statistics, and the assignment 

of the nucleon to the 56 representation. Unfortunately I am not 

competent to predict whether or not the SL (6,~) theory will survive 

these major challenges, just as I am unable to resolve the disagreements 

between different experiments on electron proton scattering and in the 

other measurements I still want to discuss in my report! Fig. 6 shows 

the success of the dipole fit to the form factors, as well as the 

apparently too rapid fsll off of SL (6,~) predictions for large q2, - - 

.In drawing the SL (6,~) curve for Gh I'have made the arbitrary assumption 

that the scalar matrix element applies to the magnetic form factor as 

well as the electric one. An alternate possibility is to assign the 

transformation properties of the tensor operator that generates the 70 in 

SL (6,~) to the current vector, 19 but then an even more rapid decrease 

with large q2 is suggested. 

A fourth possibility for interpreting the G (q2) behavior 

summazzed in Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) was not- presented to this conference 
- _- pi -. 

and is to be classified as part of the folklore but is not to~'be dismissed 
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on experimental grounds alone. It is that the observed G is the product c- F. 5 

i 
of Yukawa form factors representing electron as well as proton size. . . 
We can write in reasonable agreement with the electron proton scattering 

data 

where the first factor represents the proton structure corresponding to 

p" exchange and the second one repre'sents a possible electron size with 

the indicated cut-off mass within the one standard deviation limit 

derived from the published e-e colliding beam measurements. 
20 

- 
If we confine our attention to the asymptotic behavior of G (q*) 

for large q* we may turn to a suggestion by Wu and 
21 Yang of two years 

ago that the electromagnetic form factor should'decrease etionentislly 

with the momentum transfer as the one-fourth root of the p-p differential 

cross section, i.e., 

G (q*) = e 
-q/(0.6 GeV/c) q > 1 GeV/c (9) 

This model provides a no parameter fit to the slope of G (q*) snd is 

based on the very simple physical notion that the proton, like a fragile ._ 
. . ._ 

bowl made of glass or china, shatters identically into many pieces when 

hard hit, no matter what the projectile. A fit of this model of the DESY 

data is shown in Fig. 7 and does very well. Clearly more data on G (q*) 

is needed to tell the story, but already there is one lesson here for all 

who parametrize the form factors-- we still cannot really distinguish 

between exponential and power fsll off with the data at hand:! - _- ~_ -. 
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It has just become possible to draw this distinction for the 

deuteron form factor as derived from accurate data on elastic electron- 

i deuteron scattering. Recent experiments 
22 at CEA extend over a sufficiently 

broad range with high accuracy to exclude a simple exponential fit of 

the WuiYang type for the deuteron in favor of one with a positive 

curvature on a logarithmic scale as shpwn in Fig. 8.~ fit u,this data 

is possible Gith a fractional experimental form e -(q/qo)x with x < 1 and 

more detailed analysis is now in progress. An analogous fit to the 

large q behavior of the proton form factor is also possible within the 

broad limits still permitted by present data and Fig. 9, for example, 

shows a fit to the proton form factors of a square root exponential. - 

The modulated curves shown by dotted lines in Fig. 9 are derived 

23 theoretically for a system of one charged and.one electrically neutral 

particle bound with a f repulsive core static potential in a nonrela- 
r 

tivistic Schrodinger description. They are intended only to illustrate 

the possibilities of this class of asymptotic fits. Several comments are 

of interest with regard to these large q fits: 
..- _ 

a) The exponential fo-rm of Eq. '(9) has the attractive feature of 

' being the most rapidly decreasing form 'factor consistent with polynomial 

boundedness. 24. * In other words a more rapid decrease would deny us the 
." ._ 

possibility of writing dispersion relations for form factors (and hence 

must not be tolerated!). Thus we have a minimal principle that e -‘/‘O is 

the most rapidly decreasing form factor allowed by dispersion theory. 

b) A repulsive core potential introduces an essential singularity 

. 

in the wave function of a bound system for zero particle separation and 

cannot lead to an exponential fall off in q but only to a modulated - pi -. 
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fractional exponential law 23 of the form 

G (s2) => e-~dqO)p’pl sin (q/qo)p/p+I + ct, 

I 
P 

I 

for q/q0 >> 1 

. ._ 
where p is defined by the power, of the repulsive potential, 

and Qp is a phase. 3 

c)_ The observations..in (a) and (b) 
F - 6 

are made module the multiplica- 

tion of G (q2) by a finite positive or negative Power of q. The parameters 

in the dotted curve of Fig. 8 correspond to a radial solution behaving 

for r + 0 as e -a/r for a l/r4 Potential and'are altered if solutions 

of the form rm e -a/r are specified. Once we are in the asymptotic region 
- 

these powers should not play a crucial role and this region of asymptoti- 

dally large q can be ascertained by plotting the function 

-b [G (q2)/sin 1 (q/qoIx + Qx } I 
w90)x 

and seeing if it can be made to approach a horizontal asymptote for some 

Positive value of x. - - - 

d) In applying these model considerations to the proton we have 

in mind a three-massive-quark model. The same form as Eq. (10) can be " . . 
derived in this case 23 as for the two particle deuteron. 

1 
e) The more rapid the rate of decrease of G for la.rge space like q2, 

. the more stringent are the restrictions on the absorptive amplitude p (02) 

in Eq. (4). In pa.rticular if G decreases faster than any power of q, p and 

therefore the imaginary part of G must oscillate an infinite number of times 

'for time-like values of 1 q21 as occur in the annihilation process 
pi -. 

e+gHp-tp. 

. . This does not mean that the magnitude of G which is the experimentally 

measured quantity need cscillate; I I aiq par. cc. - = 1 . 
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Such a behavior in any case is not inconsistent with $he meager data 

a;vailable thus far on the annihilation cross section of p I- f; to lepton 

pairs but further data will be of great significance in this regard. 

For q2 I I = 6.8 (GeV/c)2 the Cal Tech-Brookhaven group reported 
. ._ 
an upper limit (90s confidence) to the pp annihilation cross section to 

eG at 90’ of < 4 X 10 -35 

-35-ci2/ster 

cm2/ster compared to the earlier CEBN limit 26 of 

< 10 x10 to ee and < 5 X lO-35 cm2/stei to pi In terms of 
, 

a form factor this means.that Gr/Jp 5 0.04 (combining experiments) 

compared with the value of Gdp = 0.008 reported by DESY (see Fig. 2) 

for the corresponding space-like momentum transfer in the electron-proton 

scattering. Another way of representing the significance of this number - 
is illustrated in Fig. 10. The gC$ confidence limit shown there is 

obtained by combining the CERN and Brookhaven experiments and lies 

above the theoretical curve for a normalized form factor G based on a 

dipole distribution, Eq. (3), for time-like as well as space-like values 

of q2. In fa.ct G (q2) will approach the same limit for large space-like 

and time-like values of q2 I I >4M2 
P 

, as occur in the scattering 

e + p + e + p and annihilation p + 5 ++ e + e, respectively, whenever the. 

: dominant contributions to the spectral amplitude in Eq. 

states.such as the p 0 , cu, and Q of low masses. This is 
. .- 

the R-iragmen-Lindelof theorem. 27 The exponential forms 

Ew. (9) 

spectral 

infinite 

and (10) arise because there are important contributions to the 

amplitude P (02) from states of all masses and these lead to an 

number of oscillations in p. These are examples of the class of 

(4) come from 

an example of 

discussed in 

functions escaping the Fhragnen-Lindelo; restriction. 

-In view of the massive efforts at both CERN and Broo'khaven to 
- 

establish even these rather liberal upper limitsWon the proton form factors 
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via the annihilation process 

-" it is highly unlikely that further experimental information G (q2) for 

time like q2 will be forthcoming until high luminousity colliding 
c - 6 

qlectron-positron rings of sufficient energy are constructed. 

In concluding our form factors discussion we note briefly 

several other new result's on neutron and pion structure: 

1) New measurements on the ratio of the electron-neutron to the 

electron-proton elastic scattering cross sections were reported 28 from 
- 

CEA in the range of q2 = 0.27 to 4.5 (GeV/c)2. These were made using the 

external electron beam at CEA and measuring electron, proton coincidences 

from deuterium. An event in which the scattered electron is observed 

with no coincidence is attributed to electron-neutron scattering. 

Above q2 = 1.16 (GeV/c)2 the observations are consistent with the scaling 

law 

as shown in Fig. (11). At 

Eq. (11) remains valid for 

Dirac form factor Fin = 0, a result which joins smoothly to the vanishing 

slope of Fin for q2 +O as found from electron-neutron interaction experi- 

G 
MP Gbh md z-z- 

pP 'n _ 
Gn, =-0 

lower values of q2 a proportionality relation 

the magnetic form factors but now the neutron's 

. 

ments at zero energy. 29 

2) The charge radius of the charged pion is also being measured. 

High precision has not yet been achieve: in this program and all that 
. 

- ~_ -. 
can be said is that the evidence favors a pion form factor not very 

- 
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different from that of the proton, which is as it should be on the 

basis of a p-dominant exchange model between the electromagnetic current 

i and the pion line. At Cornell the program of measurements is being 

pursued via the electropion production process in hydrogengO with the 
_ ._ 

kinematic variables adjusted to maximize the exchange pion pole, 

illustrated in Fig. 12, and with the kinematics varied $0 pe-rmit 

separaI;ion of the longitudinal and transverse matrix elements. In this 

way sensitivity to the theoretical models can be probed. The eventual 

accuracy that can be achieved this way is not completely clear in view 

of the limitations in accuracy of theories of pion photoproduction by 

real as well as by virtual photons. - 

Direct pion charge radius measurements are also being attempted 31 

by analysis of K' - e' scattering' as well as by detailed theoretical 

and experimental study of the difference in ri+Cr and z-01 cross sections. 

II. Photoproduction of Large Angle Pairs 

Let us turn next to large angle pairs and the status of Q E D 

-. . for electrons and muons. In symmetric pair experiments there is a large 

momentum transfer to the leptons that are photoproduced at w'ide angles 

jee- >; me/k) and a low momentum transfer to the target proton or 

.- nucleus. The role of the nucleus in these processes can be summarized 

in terms of measurable form factors from elastic and inelastic scattering, 

without introducing unknown strong interaction dynamics, to lowest order 

-- 

in Zcr. It is thus possible to probe quantum electrodynamics for the 

virtual electron or muon line in Fig. 13a propagating far from its mass 

32 shell- Background contributions arise from virtual compton amplitudes 

as illustrated in Fig. 13b. In a symmetric arrangement, however, 
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interference between the Bethe-Heitler and Compton terms vanishes since 5 
the Bethe-Heitler cross section is invariant under the interchange of 

, 
i e and 5 (or p and cl) in this case whereas the interference term is odd. 

The square of the virtual compton amplitude can be dismissed as completely 

negligible except for photoproducing lepton pairs at the masses of the 

vector resonances 33 (PO, ~,.Q. ',F _ _ : 

The -initial CBA measurements 34 of electron pair production were 

in gross disagreement with theory and either they had to change, or 

new theoretical corrections found, or Q E D was in trouble. Predictably, 

greatly heightened interest in this process was aroused by those results. 

The CBA measurements were made for electron momenta from 0.5 to 2.5 GeV/c - 

and from pair angles of 8 = 4.6 to 7.5', spanning the range of invariant 

masses of the pairs 

The general 

electron pairs from 

up to QM = 600 MeV. 

technique in such an experiment is to look at the 

.a carbon target with two mirror image spectrometer 

systems. The 

spectrometers 

a combination 

CBA experiment determined 

and discriminated against 

of threshold Cerenkov and - - 

particle momenta with quadrupole 

very high pion backgrounds with 

shower counters. At Corne1135 

a similar experiment was performed at somewhat lower energies and masses 

_. 
and.using spark chambers for particle identification: thin plate chambers 

for observing trajectories through a bending magnet and thick plate 

chambers to identify electrons by their shower producing properties. 

After all corrections due to hard photon radiative corrections and due 

to the finite target thickness degrading the energy of the emerging 

electrons were included, both the CBA and Cornell experiments as reported . 

to %s conference normalized correctly to the Bethe-Heitler cross 
- pi -. 

section at low momenta. However the experimental points exceeded the 
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36 very rapidly falling [g l/k 8 a k3/Q ' M 1 theoretical predictions 

i 

for large QM by a factor of mcrre than two at the highest Q values. Such 
..M 

a result is quite a jolt to us! 

From a Columbia-DESY collaboration 36 we now have a new report of 

another symmetric electron pair experiment covering the same kinematic 

range as the CEA experiment. Electrons produced in the-carbon target 

were first bent away from the beam by a large bending magnet and then 

bent back toward the beam line by two more bending magnets. The electrons 

were separated from other particles by two gas threshold counters and a 

shower counter for both the e+ and e.' arms; these six counters gave an 

overkill of the background particles (predominantly pions) which was 

verified by comparing counting rates obtained when various of these 

counters were taken out of coincidence. Continuous checks were made, 

including checks on the dead time corrections of the.coincidence circuits 

and on the operation of the quantsmeter which was monitored with a 

counter telescope viewing a copper plate in the beam. A complete analysis 

of all radiative corrections to the data has yet to be completed but 
..- _ 

remaining corrections are thought to be energy independent and of the 

' order-of 5%. In Fig. 14 all data of the three experiments are shown but 

without inclusion of the full radiative corrections to the DESY-Columbia . . I_ 
data as remarked above. No disagreement is found between DESY-Columbia 

and theory but a real discrepancy with the earlier experiments remains 

to be understood and resolved. 

In the analogous experiment on the photoproduction of symmetric 

mu-pairs the trend of the data is presented as being away from agreement 

with theory. This is a CEA experiment 37 and. each detected muon was in - ~_ -. 
the energy interval of 1.8 to 2.4 GeV and in an angular range extending 
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. 

from 8 = 4.2' to 10.9'. Restricting the discussion :o high energy 

points such that the individual muon energies exceed 2.01~ GeV in order . . 
to reduce the severity of r[ pair background,s, we show in Fig. 15 the 

ratio R of experiment to Bethe-Heitler theory. .'Ihe experimental errors 
_ ._ 

as shown are dominated almost entirely by systematic errors. The fact 

that the ratio does not properly normalize to unity i_s bel.eved to be 

due-to systematic factors that are energy independent. 

If we accept as a-real effect the negative slope of R in Fig. 15 

which was computed to be a 2$ standard deviation disagreement with a 

horizontal line, then we must challenge Q E D. Once we are producing 

pairs with a total mass-equal to that of the p” then the excess in 

experiment above Bethe-Heitler pair production coupled with known data 

in p” photoproduction cross sections gives a measure of the p” 3 c;f + p- 

partial decay rate. However, since there is no interference between the 

Bethe-Heitler and the virtual Compton process there can be no dip below 

a unit ratio. 38 

Further experimental analysis should settle these challenges to 

Q E D before long. In the meantime this experiment - - 

at the p” mass can be combined with others recently 

on p pair production 

performed to put 

limits on the decay branching ratios of neutral vector mesons to lepton 
e . . 

pairs. The numbers in the following table are consistent with simple 

theoretical models but as yet do not offer crucial tests or checks. 
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BRANCHING RATIOS FOR DECAY OF VECTOR MESONS 
TOLEPTON PAIRS 

dePagter, et. al., P.R.L. 16, 35 (1966) 

P -+ v+ + CI- = 0.44 +0.16 -4 
p +all x 10. 

-0.07 

Zdanis, et. al., P.R.L. 2, 721 (1965) 

- p de+ f e- +0.6 -4 = p 3 2l-c 0.5 x 10 
-0.3 

cu+e++eMz10 +1.2 -4 u) 3 3T[ 0 x 10 
-0.8 

Binnie, et. al., P.L. 18, 348 (1965) 
- 

5 x 10-5 < u) -+I,: ;- < 60 x 10’~ 

III. g-2 Value of the Muon 

Finally I want to turn to the new results on the muon g-2 value 

and to a review of some of the successes and strains facing Q E D in the 

low-energy precision realm. COHN has brought into operation a muon 

39 
. . _ storage ring into which an external proton beam of 10 GeV energy 

impinges producing piona in atarget. Negative pions- of momentum 1.3 

GeV/c are trapped and in the first turn around the ring of 5 meters 

. .- diameter 20$ of the pions decay. The decay muons at small forward angles 

will have the proper momentum = 1.2 GeV/c to be trapped and circulate 

in the ring while at the same time being highly polarized (975 on the 

average). Since they are highly relativistic (y N 12), their mean life- 

time is dilated to 27 p sec. On the other hand the precession period 

of their spin relative to their momentum vector is the same as for the 

nonrelativistic muon. This allows the..p?ecession to-be followed to more 
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than 20 precession cycIes asillustrated by the data;in Fig. 16. In the 

original low energy CEBN t;c 40 experiment typically one precession cycle 
* 
was followed. Accurate determination of the magnetic field strength, as 

required, is achieved in this eqeriment by making accurate measurements _ ._ 

of the radius of~orbit of muons in the ring by measuring their rotation fre- 

quency during their first few rotations. Analysis of the p.i'precession is 
- 

made by observing the decay in flight of muons in the ring magnet. 

Only the forrJard decaying electrons are observed by means of a total- 

absorption lead-scintillator sandwich counter. 

The CEEU report to the conference recorded successful p- storage 

in the initial tests and with one counxer and only 5 hours of operation 

has aready bettered the accuracy of the earlier measurement on the g-2 

value of the p' by a factor of two. 
. 41 The comparison with theory is as 

- follows: 

A 
theory 

= g + 0.766 (qfl)2 

= 1165 x IO -6 - - 

Old-p+: 
. . ._ 

New p : 

*+ = (1162 + 5) x IO-~ 

=A 
th - (3 2 1) (+)2 

A = (1165 +I 3) x IO-” 
- 

= Ath + --’ 0.6 (a/~)~ ---. 

= Ath f. 250 (+I3 
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The excellent agreement of p+.and p- g values to 6 ppm is the most precise 

.confirmation of TCP as symmetry operation for muon interactions. 39 

While saluting this achievement we cannot refrain from wondering 

what will be found if another factor of 30 in accuracy can be achieved - _ ._ 
md g-2 2 is determined to one part in 107, i.e., 

(13) 

This is still an order of magnitude above the uncertainty introduced by 

our present imperfect knowledge 42 of ar: 

6 (c&) = f: 0.4 (a/,)3 ‘(14) 

but is comparable with anticipated contributions to g-2 arising from the 

contributions of strongly interacting particles, 43 the p" in particular, 

to the 

of a p 

photon vacuum polarization as illustrated in Fig. 17. On the basis 

dominant model in the iso-vector channel of ep scattering we 

in _ expect a contribution of order of mwitude 

This result is comparable to estimates of the weak interaction 
44 contributions if the W meson exists. No matter how heavy the W may be, 

if it exists and gives rise to a first order contribution to (g-2) in 

the weak coupling strength as illustrated by Fig. 18 we anticipate 

45 .- contributions to g-2 of 2 = 3 (a/~)~ (magnetic and quadrupole moments of 

the W could increase this considerably). - pi -. 
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There will slso~be si~xth order purely electr,omagletic contributions 

i 
.enhanced by the logarithm or the square of the logarithm of the muon- , 
electron mass ratio, i.e., of order 

8n2(mP/me)2 and cs,' tn(mP/me)2* 

These arise from electron vacuum polarization bubbles inserted into second 

and fourth order contributions that have already been computed. They 

contribute to the moment of the muon 46 

*q 
( ) 

a a2 

PO1 
=z x- ( > E&n2 (mP/me)2- - 10.028n(mP/me)2 + .O (1) 1 (15) 

< P/d' 

The possibility that the scattering of light-by-light insertion gives 

- rise to logarithmically enhanced sixth order contributions is still not 

resolved but will also have to be included in addition to Eq. (15) if 

results to an accuracy indicated in Eq. (13) are to be interpreted. 

We have before us then the very exciting prospect of observing 

in an isolated electrodynamic system, deviations from a purely Q E D 

behavior due to coupling with the'world of strong and weak interaction 

physics. In this aspect the muon g-2 value is more exciting than that - _.. ._ 

of the electron for which the contributions of these interactions are 

scaled down by the square of the electron to muon mass ratio. 

Lest this report lead one to conclude all is well once again :.iith 

Q E D let me close with a few observations on the hyperfine splitting 

of the ground state of the hydrogen atom and on the Lamb shift in 

hydrogen. - pi -. 
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The hyperfine splitting (hfs) in atomic hydrogen is an important 

link between the usually disjoint fields of high energy and precision 

atomic physics. This is because the hfs is sensitive to details of the 

proton structure which are usually seen 

proton elastic and inelastic scattering 

that there exists a discrepancy between 
- 

only in high energy electron- 

experiments. The possibility 

very accurate experimental 

measurements and theoretical calculations has stimulated a lot of recent 

work on this subject and the way things stand at the moment is as follows. 

In comparing the very precise experimental number on the triplet- 

singlet splitting in the hydrogen atom ground state 47 

V 
expt 

= (1420.4@71800-5 28 x IO-~) MHZ. (16) 

tiith the theoretical formula, 48 the greatest error is introduced by 

the-uncertain value of the fine structure constant, 42 Q, in Eq. (14) and 

by the uncertain magnitude of the proton structure corrections. The 

most accurate value of QI has been determined from the measurement of 

-. _ the fine structure interval in the deuterium atom--i.e., the energy 

interval between the 2&,,-and 2p levels and is 49 
l/2 Jl = 

a-l 
. . .- = 137.0388 (1 + 9 ppm) 

The quoted error is larger than the two standard deviations figure and 

represents the limit of error. In the theoretical calculation of v sll 

(17) -- 

purely electrodynsmic contributions are included to a precision of better 

than 48 
1 Ppm* Moreover if the proton is treated as a rigid golfball or - 

baseball3.s interaction can be completely summarized in terms of its 
- 

charge and magnetic form factors as measured in the electron elastic 
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scattering experiments described at the beginning of,;this report. 50 

C)n this basis we arrive at a comparison between theory and experiment 
, 
that can be expressed in the form 51 

V rigid 
v ~~ = (137.038W)2 [I - (43 + 2) x &I 

expt 
< - 6 

08) 

In-assessing whether or not Eq. (18) is to be interpreted as a 

fundamental challenge to Q E D two questions come up: 

'1) On the theoretical side, it is clear that the rigid 

baseball model of the proton is a gross oversimplification. 

In fact the proton is a highly polarizable structure as 

is evidenced by the large masitude of the photo- and 

electro-production cross sections of mesons from protons 

as well as by the many resonances contributing. How big 

are these proton polarizability contributions to V? 

2) On the experimental side new measurements of the Lamb shift 

in hydrogen, i.e., the splitting 2s 
112 - 2P . . . _ l/2' by Robiscoe 

and co-workers52 Tare significantly larger thanthe earlier 

ones. How does this effect the total fine structure interval 

.^ ._ and thereby the experimental value of 0 in Eq. (17)? . . 

In response to the first question, earlier theoretical studies 50,53 

1 

taking into account only the 33 resonance of the pion proton system in a 

dispersion analysis have indicated a polarizability contributiiln of 

,< 1 PPm- A different conclusion was reported to this conference 54 

and it was argued that hitherto uncalculated parts of the proton strqcture 

corrections involving the detailed behavior of non-resonant channels of pi -. 
the electropion production amplitude may very well contribute =: 10 p:a 
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toward removing the possible discrepancy suggested in Eq. (18).~~ 

Attempts to calculate these contributions with dispersion theory run 

into the very same difficulties as attempts to calculate the neutron- 

proton mass difference: it is necessary to know details of the strong _ ._ 
interactions 56 and there is no one dominant resonant channel such as the 

33 resonance to rely on. Therefore an accurate result-is-impossible, 

and getting eventhe right 57 sign is a significant achievement! 

A non-relativistic model of the proton as a bound structure 

obeying the Schrodinger equation provides some physical insight although 

no quantitative results. 

shows the rigid baseball 

that the excited nucleon 

Calculation of the hfs with such a model 54 

limit described above as emerging in the limit 

states lie sufficiently high above the ground 

state that 6%' R >> 1 where L% denotes an average excitation energy and 

E the proton radius. In the opposite limit of ET g << 1 the proton is 

highly polarizable. The orbital electron in the hydrogen atom and the 

proton mutually polarize each other so that the electron orbit is 

recentered about the instantaneous proton charge positlon as a result 
in _ 

of their mutual coulomb attraction. This Born-Qpenheimer approximation 

'applies-when the proton excitation frequencies are small compared with 

the frequency of circulation of the near part of the electron amplitude . . ._ 
at the proton surface, i.e., (in units of c = 1) 

In this case the electron can adjust its wave function to circulate 

around tXe instantaneous charge-current distribution so that the proton appears 

to be a point charge. The deuteron is a-very loosely bound system and 
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the above criterion iswell satisfied in the analysis of the 

fieuterium hfs as first sholm by A. Bohr. 58 

Now the proton is less polarizable than the deuteron, its 

_ ._ excited states lying at least 140 MeV above the ground state. 

Nevertheless there are important excitations with f?? R-J 1 so that in 

part, at least, the electron can follow the insts.n&.neous~harge 
- 

distribution in the proton. This will increase the calculated hfs-- 

and diminish the possible discrepancy in Eq. (18)--since the protcn 

charge-current distribution will be seen by the electron to be more like 

a point than in its rigid baseball limit. On the basis of calculations 

with non-relativistic models this polarizability correction was found to 

be sizable. 

In response to the second question on the value of 0 all that we 

- can say at the moment is that resolution of an experimental disagreement 

is needed. The total fine structure interval 2p 
3/2 - 2"l/2 is more than 

10 times 

..- _ measured 

and from 

not been 

. . .- the Lamb 

as large as the L&b shift interval 2s 
112 - 2P l/2' It is 

by adding the transition frequencies (27, 
-3p - 2s1/2 > + bl.,, - 2?]/:) 

this the-value,of- 

remeasured. What 

shiLft interval is 

6 is obtained as-quoted in Eq. -(17). It has 

has happened is that a new measurement 53 of 

larger by H 0.3 MHz than the previous results, 

If this increase is simply, and without further justification, ad&c, on 

to the total fine structure interval. the value of OI increases by 13.3 pp 

. and Eq. (18) can be written more comfortably as 

V’ rigid 
V = 1 - (16 5 20) x 10-~ 

wet - ~_ -. 

Where the uncertainty of ? 20 X 10 -6 is no more tb.37 the sum of I l? p&m 
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for the error in 0 as in Eq'. ~(1.7) and of 51 2 ppm wh&Fh is the theoretical 

estimate of the uncertainty introduced by the form factors. 51 Eq. (1-P) 

if true suggests no serious problems for the hfs no matter whether the 

. ._ polarizability contributions are ultimately confirmed as being ,< 1 ppm or 

-lOppm. 

One can turn to the muonium(p+ - e') atomFfof a pTecise analysis 
- 

and data on the hfs that is free of the uncertain polarizability correction 

due to proton dynamics.. Although an increase in cx by 13.5 ppm will 

disturb the existing close agreement of theory and ii? 6o experimen , Ruderman 

has pointed out that a chemical shift correction has been overlooked in, 

the determination of the- absolute magnitude of the muon magnetic moment. 

The ratio of the magnetic moment of a p+ meson to that of the proton is 

determined by measuring the ratio of their precession frequencies in a 

- magnetic field for 2 mesons stopped in water (and aqueous HCl). However 

if the chemical environment of the p+ in water differs from that of the 

proton due to a diamagnetic shielding correction the ratio of precession 

frequencies must be corrected to allow for this before the ratio of 

magnetid moments can be inferred. Ruder-man-has estimated this chemical 

shift by noting that a muon can form a type of bond between'water 

- . . .- mol&ules that is stronger.than the usual hydrogen bond because of its 

lighter mass and higher zero point energy. This bonding .remains 

unbroken during the microsecond lifetime of the muon so that the p+ does 

not simply replace a proton. In fact he estimates that the muon in this 

state sees a chemical shift of 20 ppm less than that of the proton and 

therLby the muon moment is correspondi?gly decreased by u 20 ppm below the 

published values. Such a change would-almost completely absorb the ~_ -. 

increase in CZ2 suggested (but not established) by the new Lamb shift 

measurement. 
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However while we await further clarification on the hfs front, 

:he newly published value of the Lamb shift in hydrogen itself is in 

serious disagreement with theory. The older value as obtained by directly 

inducing the radiofrequency transition is 49 
. ._ 

S = 1057.77 2 .lO MHz (20) 
r--- - 

- 
Two new measurements 52 of the Lamb shift have been made by inducing a 

level crossing of two different hy-perfine lines of the 2s 
112 and 2p1/2 

levels in a magnetic field whose strength is measured by observing the 

nuclear magnetic resonance of protons in water. Correcting back to the 

splitting in a zero masetic field by the Breit-Rabi formula, these 

give individually for the Lamb shift 

1058.07 it: .lO MXz 
S = (21) 

1058.05 + .10 MHZ 

The quoted errors in Eqs. (20) and (21) are approximately three standard 

deviations. The latest theoretical value for the Lamb shift in H is 

'th = 1057.50 + .llMHz 

- . . .- 

as obtained by adding the fourth order radiative correction recently 

completed by Soto 61 to the analysis of Erickson and Yennie. 62 In view 

of the liberal allowance of error made to both the experimental and 

theoretical numbers it would appear to be difficult to harmonize Eq. (21) 

and (22). . The Lamb shift itself is proportional to (X3 Rydbergs and 

therefore an increase in Cr of no less_than 100-200 ppm would be required 
pi -. 

to remove this discrepgncy, short of modification or addenda to the 

(22) 
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theoretical formula 63 or to the theory of the exper$nent itself. 

.However so large 

saw earlier. 

By now I 
. ._ 

H lo+p” ev for a 

a change in CY would completely disrupt the hfs as we 

have strayed very far from the usual energy domain of 

high energy conference to - 10 -9 ev in discussing a 

missing few tenths of a mHz in the Lamb shift. In fact, both domains 

are important in probing the detailed behavior of Q E D at small distances. 

The high energy road of large momentum transfer experiments and the 

low energy road of atomic measurements with extreme precision are two 

complementary routes for making progress toward the same goal. Moreover 

there is no unique or theoretically compelling figure of comparison 

between experiments in these two domains as to which is probing Q E D 

to a smaller distance or a higher momentum transfer. Depending on a 

particular choice of the form of a possible ad hoc modification in Q E D 

one or another experiment can be made to appear the more sensitive 

probe. Simplicity and 

the principle criteria 

modifications of Q E D 

the maintenance of Lore&z invariance have been 

in writing various proposed forms for the 

-and the cut off momenta entering these ad hoc 

-formshave had no significance beyond 'serving as mnemonic devices for 

characterizing different experiments. . . . . 
In addition to these two there are other criteria which we might 

not like to violate even 

introduce further severe 

theory. Among these are 

if there is a breakdotm of Q E D and these 

restraints or possible forms for modifying the 

the spectral conditions and differential 

current conservation. In a contribution to this conference 64 Kroll 

has shown that the full content of the latter requirement poses very - ~_ -. 
severe limitations on possible propagator modifications in the large 
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angle pair experiments discussed earlier in Part II. A modification =, 

of the propagator for a charge bearing line such as appear in the 

Feynmsn graphs in Fig. 13 must be accompanied by a vertex modification 

in accord with the Ward-Takahashi identity if differential current _ ._ 

conservation aj~'(x)/&P = 65 0 is not to be sacrificed. In addition 

there are restrictions requiring the introduction'of'many=photon 
- 

ve&ices that Kroll has analyzed. These 

conclusion that possible deviations.from 

for pair production must be proportional 

restrictions lead to the 

the Bethe-Heitler formula 

to the fourth power of the 

momentum transfer and not to the square for small values of the momentum 

transfer as has usually been assumed in describing these experiments. 

At present there is no clear cut experimental evidence on this score 

as we have seen in Part II. It will be important to retain or even test 

- this restriction in future parametrizations of the ratio of experimental 

results to theoretical predictions of Q E D. 

In closing I want to thank Dr. Robert Diebold, of SLAC, my 

scientific secretary for this conference, who provided very valuable 

aid in my appreciation of-the new experimental results discussed in 

this report as well as in the preparation of the report itself; 
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FIGURE CAITIOi%3 

Fig. 1 - Test of the Rosenbluth straight line for q2 = 1.5 (GeV/c)2. 

Fig. 2 - 

. ._ 

New values for the proton form factors presented to the 

conference by groups working at DESY. Points without error 

flags have errors less than the size of the symbol. Cross marks 

..- _ 

- . . . . 
. 

. 

on the error flags indicate the uncertaintyiK(GJj) if GE = Gdp 
- 

is assumed. 

Fig. 3 - Interference between two-photon and one-photon exchange ampli- 

tudes leading to a difference between positron-proton and 

electron-proton scattering. - 

Fig. 4- Collection of data on R = u (e+p)/o (e-p). 

Fig. 5 - Diagram for neutral vector meson contributions to the proton 

form fa.ctors. 

Pig. 6 - Comparison of the dipole and the SL (6,~) predictions with the 

proton form factors using the new DESY results (note the scale 

change between the-two graphs). An avera.ge .wa.s taken at 

momentum transfers having more than one determination of the 

form factors. The.errors of points without error flags are 

less than the size of the symbol. The values of GM above 

- 4 (GeV/c)2 were obtained using the assumption G E = G& 

Fig. 7 - Comparison with data of the Wu-Yang proton form factor prediction 

for large q. 
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Fig. 8 - Values of the square of the deuteron form factor. For the 

angles and energies of these experiments the scattering is 

predominantly charge scattering. In reducing the observed 

cross sections to lFDi2 the nucleon isoscalar charge fcnn 

i 

. ._ 

factor has also been divided out. 

c - e 
Fig. _9 - Comparison of a fractional exponential form factor and of a 

theoretical form based on a potential model with a l/r4 

repulsive core with the new proton form factor data for large q. 

Fig. 10 - Comparison of the upper limit for the proton form factor in the 

time-like region-with the dipole distribution which has been 

- found'to fit the scattering data. well in the space-like region. 

Also indicated are the positions of the PO, CL), and Qi 

resonances. 

Fig. 11 - Comparison of new data on the electron-neutron cross sections 

with the indicated scaling laws for the nucleon form factors. . 
..- _ 

Fig. 12 - Diagram for the one pion exchange contribution to the electropion 

production amplitude. At the pole of the intermediate 

. . . . exchanged @on the.blob at (A) is just the pion charge form 

factor FII (q2). 

Fig. 13 - Diagrams for Eethe-Reitler and virtual compton contributions 

to the wide angle pair production cross sectionso The lepton 

pairs are formed in even and odd charge conjugation states, 

- respectively, as indicated. 
- 
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Fig. 14 - 

i 

Fig. 15 - Comparison of wide angle muon pair production data. with 

Fig. 16 - 

Fig. 17 - Graph of a contribution to the muon g - 2 value coming from 

Fig. 18 - Graph of a contribution to the,muon. g - 2 value of first 

Comparison of wide angle electron-positron pair production 

experiments with theory as a function of the total pair mass. 

The Cornell points include radiative corrections and the 

CFA-Harvard results are shobm normalized with the new radiative 

corrections. The DESY-Columbia data is preliminary and has not 

yet been completely adjusted for radiativecorrec&ions (an 

additional - 5s. and constant). 

theory as a function of the momentum transfer to the virtual 

muon line. The ascending slope at the largest momentum values 
- 

is due to p" formation followed by the decay p" -tp+ + p-. 

Initial CERN data on ~1~ spin precession in the magnetic field 

of the muon storage ring. 

vacuum polarization correction to the photon propagator. 

order in the weak coupling strength if the W meson exists. 

. . i_ 
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